For current learning-based single image deraining methods, deraining networks are usually designed based on a simplified linear additive rain model, which may not only cause unreal synthetic rainy images for both training and testing datasets, but also adversely affect the applicability and generality of corresponding networks. In this paper, we use the screen blend model of Photoshop as the nonlinear rainy image decomposition model. Based on this model, we design a novel channel attention U-DenseNet for rain detection and a residual dense block for rain removal. The detection sub-network not only adjusts channelwise feature responses by our novel channel attention block to pay more attention to learn the rain map, but also combines the context information with the precise localization by the U-DenseNet to promote pixelwise estimation accuracy. After rain detection, we use the nonlinear model to get a coarse rain-free image, and then introduce a deraining refinement subnetwork consisted of the residual dense block to obtain a fine rain-free image. For training our network, we apply the nonlinear rain model to synthesize a benchmark dataset called as RITD. It contains 3200 triplets of rainy images, rain maps, and clean background images. Our extensive quantitative and qualitative experimental results show that our method outperforms several state-of-the-art methods on both synthetic and real images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Images with rain streaks usually degrade the robustness of existing computer vision algorithms. Effective rain removal methods are needed for high-level computer vision tasks, such as object detection, image segmentation, driverless technology, optical flow estimation [1] , and object tracking. Hence, it is important to develop an effective single image or video rain removal method.
Automatic rain removal has attracted much attention in image restoration field. The earlier research on rain removal [2] - [7] attempts to remove rain from videos using redundant temporal information between successive frames. Compared with video deraining, single image deraining is a much more The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gianluigi Ciocca .
challenging issue due to lack of temporal information. Some existing single image deraining methods usually specify some low-level characteristics of rain streaks as a prior, and then extract a clean background image or rain streaks from a rainy image using sparse coding [8] , morphological component decomposition [9] , guided filter [10] , [11] , or Gaussian mixture model [12] . Although these single image deraining methods [8] - [18] achieve good performance, they usually can only remove rain streaks of specific physical characteristics (e.g., direction, shape, scale, and density) and may lose some background details which are similar to rain streaks.
In the past few years, due to the powerful nonlinear mapping capabilities of deep convolutional neural networks, there have appeared some deep learning-based deraining methods [19] - [30] . Although existing deep learning-based deraining methods have achieved significant performance improvement, they still have the following limitations: (1) Most of them use an inaccurate linear rain model. In [19] - [22] , [27] , a simplified linear additive rain model is adopted, which separates a rainy image into a linear combination of a clean background image and a rain map. (2) Some of them [23] , [29] , [30] are fully data-driven deep networks without embedding rain model into the networks, which usually have limitations in interpretability and generalization.
(3) The authenticity of data directly affects the robustness of the data-driven deraining networks. Some of these methods [20] , [22] use linear additive rain model to synthesize rainy images, which is likely to saturate some gray-white pixels of the background image. From image decomposition perspective, if we directly subtract a rain map from a rainy image, it is easy to produce rain artifacts.
To tackle aforementioned issues, we introduce a nonlinear rainy image decomposition model, and then design a nonlinear model-based deep network for single image deraining. Our network consists of a channel attention U-DenseNet for rain detection and a residual dense network for rain removal, which is named as DSCAUD-RDN. Specifically, in this rain model, a rainy image is separated into a nonlinear combination of a clean background image and a rain map, not a simple sum of a rain map and a clean background image. Compared with linear model, this model more realistically reflects the relationship among the background image, the rain map and the rainy image. From this model, we design a novel deep network to jointly estimate the rain map and the background image. To accurately estimate the rain map containing both low-level (e.g., location and edge) and context information (e.g., density and transparency), we apply a novel channel attention U-DenseNet as the detection sub-network. On one hand, it combines the context information with the low-level location information of rain streaks to promote pixel-wise estimation accuracy. The context and low-level information respectively extract from the contracting path and the expanding path. On the other hand, it adaptively adjusts channelwise feature responses by our novel channel attention block to pay more attention to learn the rain map. After the rain map detection, we use our nonlinear model to get a coarse rainfree image, and then apply a deraining refinement subnetwork consisted of the residual dense block (RDB) [31] to obtain a fine rain-free image. Experiments show that our method can remove rain streaks well from both synthetic and realworld rainy images. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a nonlinear rain model-based deep network for single image deraining. In the rain model, a rainy image equals a rain map plus a clean background image multiplied by an inverted rain map. It more realistically describes the relationship among them than the linear additive model. Based on this model, we design a channel attention U-DenseNet for rain map detection and a residual dense block for rain removal.
• A new rain dataset consistent with the nonlinear model is synthesized. To enrich the diversity of the rain maps and synthesize more realistic rainy images, we synthesize rain streaks of various densities, scales, and transparencies, and then use the nonlinear model to combine the rain map and the clean background image as the rainy image.
• To pay more attention to learn the rain map, we design a novel channel attention block (DSCA) to adaptively adjust channel-wise feature responses. In this block, we not only simultaneously use both global average pooling and maximal pooling to capture common features and distinctive features respectively for aggregating spatial information, but also apply depth-wise separable convolution to learn the weight of each channel independently. At the same time, we use U-DenseNet combines the context with the low-level location information to promote pixel-wise estimation accuracy, and introduce the residual dense block to fuse the hierarchical features from all the convolutional layers for accurately rain removal.
• Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on synthetic datasets and real-world rainy images.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of previous works on single image deraining. In Section 3, we present the nonlinear rain model, our dataset, DSCAUD-RDN and networks optimization. Section 4 provides qualitative and quantitative evaluations. Some discussions and conclusions are given in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review recent single image deraining methods.
A. PRIOR-BASED DERAINING METHODS
For single image deraining, most of earlier methods treat it as a signal decomposition problem. In [9] , the authors applied morphological component analysis to separate rain streaks from rainy images. Chen and Hsu [32] proposed a unified way to remove rain from videos and single images using a low-rank model of tensor structure. Zheng et al. [10] obtained a low-frequency guidance image by analyzing the difference between rain streaks and background edges, and then applied guided filter to separate rain streaks from the high-frequency component of a rainy image. In [16] , saturation and visibility features are used to detect and remove rain streaks through a guided filter. Luo et al. [8] applied discriminative sparse coding and dictionary learning to solve the rainy image decomposition problem. Li et al. [12] introduced Gaussian mixture models on both rain layer and background layer to separate the two layers. Luo et al. [17] proposed a fast rain removal method based on a shape prior that the rain streaks often appear in an elongated elliptical shape. These methods are overly dependent on low-level handcrafted features of rain streaks. They usually only remove rain streaks of specific physical characteristics (e.g., direction, shape, scale, and density) and may destroy image details which are similar to rain streaks.
B. DEEP LEARNING-BASED DERAINING METHODS
In recent years, deep learning-based deraining methods obtain promising results. Yang et al. [20] proposed a multiscale recurrent deep neural network to gradually predict the binary rain mask, the rain map, and the derained image. Fu et al. [19] , [33] introduced a deep detail network to separate rain streaks from high frequency part of a rainy image. Zhang and Patel [21] designed a density-aware multi-branch densely connected convolutional neural network to automatically determine the rain-density information and efficiently remove rain streaks from the rainy image guided by the estimated rain-density information. Fu et al. [29] proposed a lightweight pyramid network for single image deraining. This network is more lightweight among deep networks with comparable performance. Ren et al. [30] introduced a recurrent ResNet to provide a baseline deraining network. These deep learning-based methods usually are superior to the traditional methods in terms of rain removal accuracy and protecting background details, but some of them also use a prior for preprocessing [19] , [33] or postprocessing [20] , [33] , some of them are fully data-driven deep networks [29] , [30] , which usually have limitations in interpretability and generalization, and some of them [19] - [21] , [33] adopt an inaccurate linear rain model to separate rain streaks from the rainy image. In addition, raindrop removal is also an important topic in image deraining. Qian et al. [34] proposed an attentive generative adversarial network for raindrop removal from a single image. Quan et al. [35] introduced shape-driven attention and channel attention concurrently guide the CNN to remove the effect of raindrops from an image. These two raindrop removal methods can effectively estimate raindropfree images.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we design a nonlinear rain model-based convolutional neural network for single image deraining. The pipline of the proposed network is shown in Fig. 2 .
A. THE NONLINEAR RAIN MODEL
The widely used rain model [8] , [12] , [19] - [21] , [32] , [33] is expressed as:
where I c is a clean background image, M is a rain map, and I r is a rainy image. In this model, a rainy image is decomposed into a linear combination of a rain map and a clean background image. In general, rain streaks themselves are gray-white. If we directly add the rain streaks to the clean background image, it is likely to saturate some gray-white pixels of the background image. Thus, the linear model may not be able to realistically reflect the physical imaging results of rain streaks. In order to overcome inaccuracy of the linear rain model, we introduce the screen blend model [36] which is first used for rain removal in [8] as the rain decomposition model for single image deraining. In this model, the rainy image I r is a nonlinear combination of the clean background image I c and the dynamic rain map M .
To visually show the accuracy of the nonlinear model, on the one hand, we apply the nonlinear model and the linear model to synthesize the rainy image respectively and compare which image is more accurate and realistic. As shown in the first row of Fig. 1 , linear model tends to enable the regions affected by rain streaks to reach saturation, while nonlinear model does not produce distortion in the regions with rain streaks. On the other hand, we respectively use two models to extract rain maps from the real-world rainy image and compare which map is more visually accurate. It should be pointed out that it is usually very difficult to obtain the absolute ground truth corresponding to the real-world rainy image, so we use our method to get the approximate ground truth. As shown in the second row of Fig. 1 , the nonlinear model is able to extract more rain streaks and more realistically reflect the difference between the rainy image and the clean background image.
B. THE RAINY IMAGE DATASET
In general, a large amount of labeled data is required in supervised deep learning, and the diversity and authenticity of the data usually affect the generalization of deep learning based methods. However, it is hard to obtain the clean background images of real-world rainy images. Thus, we adopt the synthetic approach to build the database for training and testing. In order to synthesize more realistic rainy images, we make the effort to enrich the dataset in two aspects: 1) we use the nonlinear rain model to combine a rain map and a clean background image into a rainy image; 2) we enrich the diversity of rain maps in the aspects of transparency, scale, and density. Each aforementioned property of the rain streaks is divided into large, medium, and small level, and randomly combine these properties' rain streaks to form various rain maps by the Adobe After Effects. The synthetic dataset with rainy image triplets is termed as RITD. It contains 3200 rain image triplets (RITD). We select 3,000 image triplets for training and the remaining 200 image triplets for testing.
C. OUR NETWORK
Compared with the linear rain model, the nonlinear rain model more realistically reflects the relationship among the rainy image, the rain map and the clean background image. From this rain model, we design a nonlinear rain model-based convolutional neural network for single image deraining. Specifically, we first apply a channel attention U-DenseNet to predict the rain map, and then use the nonlinear model to get a coarse rain-free image. Finally, we introduce a deraining refinement subnetwork consisted of the residual dense block to obtain a fine rain-free image.
For rain detection sub-network, we notice that a rain map not only has low-level location information but also contains semantic information such as density and transparency. To precisely locate and capture context information simultaneously, we adopt U-Net [37] framework to capture context by a contracting path and precisely locate by a symmetric expanding path. At the same time, to enable the detection sub-network to pay more attention to learn rain maps' feature representation, we design a novel channel attention block (DSCA) to automatically adjust the weights of feature maps. In addition, we utilize DenseNet [38] to reuse forward features to enhance the network's feature representation ability. We name the combination network of U-Net, DSCA, and DenseNet as DSCAUD. The detailed architecture about our DSCAUD is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Specifically, the i-th stage's output of the contracting path can be described as:
where U 0 c denotes the input feature maps of the DSCAUD;
.., x i 6 ] denotes concatenation operation; f c (·) denotes a composite function of six successive operations: a dense block (DB), batch normalization (BN), a rectified linear unit (ReLU), a 1 × 1 convolution (Conv), a channel attention block (DSCA), and an average pooling layer (APL). The j-th stage's output of the expanding path can be described as:
where U 3 e is the output of the contracting path; f e (·) denotes a composite function of six successive operations: a transpose operation, a dense block (DB), batch normalization (BN), a rectified linear unit (ReLU), a 1 × 1 convolution (Conv), and a channel attention block (DSCA). The schematic diagram of our channel attention block (DSCA) is shown in Fig. 3 . On one hand, different from the squeeze-and-excitation block [39] only using global average pooling to aggregate spatial information, we simultaneously use both global average pooling and maximal pooling to capture common features and distinctive features respectively for aggregating spatial information. On the other hand, in order to enable the channel to directly correspond its weight while avoiding dimensionality reduction, we replace the gating mechanism with depthwise separable convolution [40] to learn the weight of each channel independently. Specifically, the channel attention operation recalibrates the weights of feature maps through two steps: squeeze and excitation. The squeeze operation transforms global spatial information into a channel-wise statistic using both global average pooling and maximal pooling. The c-th statistic z c is calculated by:
(c = 1, 2, 3, · · · , C), (5) where u c denotes the c-th feature map of a dense block's output. W and H denote the width and height of the feature map, respectively. The excitation operation adopts depth-wise separable convolution mechanism with a depth-wise convolution layer, a point-wise convolution layer, and sigmoid activation. It can be described as:
where σ denotes the sigmoid function; W 1 ∈ R C×1 refers to the depth-wise convolution layer's parameters; W 2 ∈ R 1×C refers to the point-wise convolution layer's parameters. The final output of DSCA block is computed as:
where f scale (·) denotes channel-wise multiplication between the dense block's output u c and the scalar s c . For rain removal sub-net, we first use our nonlinear model to get a coarse rain-free image, and then introduce a deraining refinement subnetwork consisted of the residual dense block (RDB) to obtain a fine clean background image. Specifically, the output of l th layer of dense block can be obtained by:
where f ds (·) denotes a composite function of four successive operations: a batch normalization layer (BN), a rectified linear unit (ReLU), a convolution layer(Conv), and a dropout layer(DL). [F s , x 1 , . . . , x l−1 ] denotes to the concatenation of the feature-maps extracted in previous layers. After hierarchical features extraction, we further conduct global feature fusion which contains hierarchical feature fusion (HFF) and residual learning (RL). HFF adjusts the number of channels to fit that of input feature maps and fuses the whole convolution layers in the RDB. The HFF can be represented as:
where f HFF (·) denotes hierarchical feature fusion. RL is introduced to further improve the information flow and network representation ability. The output of the residual dense block can be calculated by:
In short, the residual dense block fully exploits the feature maps from all the convolutional layers to remove rain.
D. NETWORKS OPTIMIZATION
The most widely used loss function for pixel-wise learning is the Euclidean loss l 2 . However, the squared penalty amplifies the difference between large and small errors. That is, it penalizes large errors and tolerates small errors. This usually causes l 2 to generate over-smoothed results. Thus, we use average absolute error l 1 as our loss function. It is formulated as follow: (11) whereM andÎ c denote the predicted rain map and the clean background image respectively; N is the total number of training data; λ 1 and λ 2 are the weights to balance the importance between the predictedM andÎ c . During the training, the network minimizes the loss function by gradually updating its parameters. In order to avoid overfitting, we augment data by cropping, translating, and flipping operations. At the same time, early stopping is used to end training. Our proposed DSCAUD-RDN has been implemented on the TensorFlow framework, and is trained on a PC equipped with a NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU. In our experiments, all the mentioned networks share the same training setting. We apply Adam optimizer to minimize the loss function of the network during training, where β 1 and β 2 take the default values of 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. Specifically, we initialize all weights of DSCAUD-RDN using the truncated normal distribution (with standard deviation δ = 0.01 and mean value µ = 0). We set the initial learning rate to 10 −3 , the minibatch size to 5, the weight decay to 10 −5 , the weight λ 1 = 1, and the weight λ 2 = 0.5. During training, the learning rate is decayed every 1000 steps with a base of 0.98 until the network convergence.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare our method with the state-of-theart methods on both synthetic datasets and real-world images and conduct ablation studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of the network components.
A. DATASETS AND METRICS
We evaluate our method on four synthetic benchmark datasets, including Rain12 synthesized by Li et al. [12] , Rain100H and Rain100L provided by Yang et al. [20] , and RITD synthesized by ourselves using the nonlinear screen blend model. Specifically, Rain12 contains twelve synthesized rain images with sparse rain streaks. It is synthesized using the photorealistic rendering techniques proposed by Grag and Shree [41] . Rain100H is a heavy-rain dataset with five streak directions. There are 1800 synthetic image pairs for training, and 100 image pairs for testing. Rain100L is a light-rain dataset with one streak direction containing 200 image pairs for training and 100 pairs for testing.
Rain100H and Rain100L are synthesized using the linear additive rain model. RITD contains 3200 image triplets. We select 3,000 image triplets for training and the remaining 200 image triplets for testing. For real-world rainy images, Yang et al. [20] provide many real-world rainy images. We also collect some rainy images from the Internet and capture some rainy images by ourselves.
To quantitatively evaluate the performance on the synthetic datasets, we use PSNR [42] and SSIM [43] as evaluation metrics. PSNR mainly reflects the pixel-wise difference between the estimated image and the ground-truth. SSIM mainly reflects the difference of images on human visual system. Since the ground truth images of real-world rainy images are not available, the qualitative performance of rain removal methods on real-world images is evaluated visually.
B. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
We compare the proposed method with four state-of-theart methods: (a) a deep detailed network (DDN) [19] (CVPR'17), (b) joint rain detection and removal method (JORDER) [20] (CVPR'17), (c) density-aware single image deraining using a multi-stream dense network (DIN-MDN) [21] (CVPR'18), and (d) a progressive image deraining network (PReNetr) [30] (CVPR '19) . For fairness, we have finetuned the above methods on each training set.
We evaluate quantitative and qualitative performances of the aforementioned methods on four synthetic rain datasets. The quantitative results of deraining methods are tabulated in Table 1 . The best two methods are marked in red and blue respectively. As it is observed, our DSCAUD-RDN considerably outperforms existing best-performing method in terms of both PSNR and SSIM. The PSNR values are higher than the second-best method with margins of 0.81dB, 1.82dB, 0.38dB and 3.05dB respectively on Rain12, Rain100L, Rain100H, and RITD. The SSIM values are also better than the existing best-performing methods with gains of 2%, 1%, 1%, and 4% respectively on four synthetic datasets.
To visually evaluate rain removal results on the synthetic datasets, we randomly choose two sample images from four benchmark rain datasets respectively. Rain streaks removal results are presented in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 . It obviously shows that our method consistently performs well on synthetic rainy images, and most of other stateof-the-art methods usually cannot effectively remove rain streaks. Specifically, as show in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7 , Fu's (DDN) [19] and Zhang's (DIN-MDN) [21] methods usually cannot handle saturated and long rain streaks well. As show in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7 , Yang's method (JORDER) [20] can remove saturated and dense rain streaks to some extent, but it still tends to leave some rain streaks in the derained images.
Although the latest rain removal method PReNetr [30] is very close to our method in terms of the overall visual effect, some rain streaks still remain in local regions (see, e.g., the region between two trees in second row of Fig. 4) , and it is still slightly lower than our method in quantitative indicators.
The results of rain removal methods on real-world rainy images are shown in Fig. 8 . As it is observed, our method can deal with various rain streaks, such as sparse rain streaks as shown in the first row of Fig. 8 , dense rain streaks as shown in the second to the third rows of Fig. 8 , wide rain streaks as shown in the fourth row of Fig. 8 , and long rain streaks as shown in the fifth row of Fig. 8 . The pleasing visual results on real-world rainy images including various rain streaks demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. In addition, we also evaluate the deraining results on realworld images released by the authors of previous methods. As shown in Fig. 9 , for DDN and DIN-MDN, some rain streaks still remain in local regions indicated by the red boxes. JORDER and PReNetr tend to produce rain artifacts indicated by the blue boxes. Moreover, other methods can hardly remove heavy and dense rain, while our method is able to obtain visually appealing results.
C. ABLATION ANALYSIS OF DSCAUD-RDN
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of each module introduced in our network, we perform ablation studies including the DSCAUD-RDN overall structure examination, the DSCA structure examination and the loss function examination. In our experiments, all the networks share the same training setting described in Section III-D.
1) EFFECTIVENESS OF DSCAUD-RDN OVERALL STRUCTURE
Our network consists of two subnetworks: the channel attention U-DenseNet and the residual dense block. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the two subnetworks, we conduct four ablation experiments on our synthetic dataset. Specifically, we first set up a basal network M1 with multi-dense blocks for rain detection and a dense block for rain removal. Then we keep a certain subnetwork fixed and change the other subnetwork to explain the effectiveness of the subnetwork. For example, M1/M2 (M4/M5) use the same detection subnetwork of multi-dense blocks (channel attention U-DenseNet) and use the DB and RDB as the rain removal subnetwork respectively. M2/M3 use the same rain removal sub-network RDB and use the generic multi-dense blocks and U-DenseNet as the rain detection subnetwork respectively. Further, we examine the effectiveness of the channel attention module by embedding the DSCA module into the M3 to form our rain removal network M5. Table 2 shows the results of the ablation experiments. M1 denotes a basal network with multi-dense blocks including the same number of convolution layers as that of U-DenseNet, without skip connection, channel attention, and the same local residual learning as RDB. It enables the PSNR and SSIM to reach 28.54dB and 0.873 respectively. M2 adds residual learning to M1 on the rain removal subnetwork. The residual learning increases the PSNR by 0.11dB and the SSIM by 1.2%. M3 modifies the detection subnetwork of M2 to a U-DenseNet. The U-DenseNet contains six dense blocks with pooling in the first three blocks, transpose operation in the last three blocks, and skipped connection between corresponding blocks. By comparing M2 and M3 in Table 2 , it can be observed that U-DenseNet leads to an average increase of 1.01dB in terms of PSNR and a 1.6% improvement on SSIM. This significant improvement illustrates the effectiveness of U-DenseNet. M4 adds channel attention blocks on each dense block but without using the residual learning. It further contributes a 0.90dB performance boost on PSNR and a 1.4% improvement on SSIM. M5 adds local residual learning to M4. By comparing M3 and M5, it can be found that the channel attention operation by itself contributes 1.36 dB on PSNR and boosts the SSIM by 2.2%. The qualitative comparison is shown in Fig. 10 . As it can be observed, on one hand, with the gradual optimization of the network structure, the results of rain removal are improved on both visual performance and quantitative metrics. On the other hand, by comparing the rain maps detected by M1, M2, and M3 models with those detected by M4 and M5 models, it can be observed that the first three models usually cannot detect the rain streaks in the region of trunk which details are similar to the rain streaks. It is illustrated that our novel channel attention (DSCA) operation enable the network to pay more attention to learn the global or channel-wise rain map, which makes the detected map more accurate. In addition, we also compare the results of our nonlinear model with those of linear model on synthetic dataset using identical rain detection and removal modules. The schematic diagram of two frameworks is shown in Fig.11 . The quantitative results are presented in Table 3 . It can be observed that the nonlinear model are better than the linear model in terms of PSNR and SSIM. Visual comparisons are shown in Fig.12 . We observe that the nonlinear model-based network is able to better remove rain streaks.
2) EFFECTIVENESS OF DSCA STRUCTURE
We conduct four experiments to compare our novel channel attention block with squeeze-and-excitation block. These four experiments use different channel attention blocks to compute the weight of each channel. Table 4 shows the experimental results evaluated on our rainy dataset. The baseline is obtained with the squeeze-and-excitation block. MP+SE adds maxpooling layer to the squeeze operation of the squeeze-and-excitation block. By comparing SE and MP+SE, we observe that max-pooled features are meaningful for computing the weights of channels. DS replaces the excitation opration of the squeeze-and-excitation block with depthwise separable convolution operation to learn the weight of each channel independently. MP+DS adds maxpooling layer to the squeeze operation of the DS, which is named as DSCA. By comparing SE and DS or MP+SE and MP+DS, we observe that the performance of depthwise separable convolution operation is better than that of the multi-layer perception of squeeze-and-excitation block. It illustrates that channel and its weight need a direct correspondence, while dimensionality reduction of squeezeand-excitation block may be unsuited for learning effective channel attention. Moreover, the depthwise separable convolution involves less parameters than squeeze-and-excitation operation, which decreases memory access cost.
3) EFFECTIVENESS OF LOSS FUNCTION
We conduct experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the L1 loss function for image deraining. The experimental results are presented in Table5. As it is observed, L1 loss is superior to L2 loss in terms of both PSNR and SSIM. It contributes a 0.48dB performance boost on PSNR and a 1% improvement on SSIM. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a nonlinear rainy image decomposition model. Based on this model, we synthesize a rain dataset and design a channel attention U-DenseNet for rain detection and a residual dense block for rain removal. The channel attention operation is adopted to reinforce the channel-wise learning of rain maps by assigning different weights to feature maps. The U-DenseNet is designed to promote pixel-wise estimation accuracy of the rain map by combining the context extracted from a contracting path with the precise localization captured from an expanding path. The residual dense block is introduced to estimate the fine rain-free image by fully exploiting hierarchical features from all the convolutional layers. We conduct experiments to demonstrate the necessity of these core components of our networks, and the effectiveness of both our channel attention block and L1 loss function. The results of rain removal on both synthetic datasets and real-world images show that our method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods.
